
House Slave  

(By: Mistress Barb) 

The following is a true account of a day in the life of my live in slave. 
 
My male house slave awakes at 6AM. He is naked with the exception of a cock and ball 
harness and his collar. He fixes my breakfast and serves me in bed. When I finish 
eating I cuff his ankles together so he can only take small steps and cuff his wrists the 
same way, his wrist cuffs and ankle cuffs are attached together, next comes the Ball 
gag. He now starts the housework first making the bed, then on hands and knees, he 
must scrub the bathroom. I stand over him while he does his to insure it is completed 
correctly, to get his attention I must slap his ass with my riding crop. Once the 
bathroom is completed it's on to the next room until the house is clean. 
 
On shopping days I remove his cock and ball harness and replace it with a bar of soap 
from the closet. To put his soap in requires me to pull his cock and balls thru a small 
hole in the front and then pull a strap up thru his ass attaching it to the belt around 
the waist, the waist belt is locked on with a padlock on each side so the harness 
holding the soap in so it cannot be taken out or off.  

Now the fun part first his balls are pulled down and strapped onto the belt and a 
padlock locks them on. Now the cock is pulled up and it is strapped on and locked in 
three places, making it impossible to remove the belt or the cock. He must even ask 
for permission to pee.  

The secret is to lock the cock on when it is soft, that way if the cock gets hard he will 
feel the pain of it. Anyway once the belt is on his ankles are undone and he is given a 
pair of shorts to wear. The belt is not visible but there is a large bulge in the front 
makes it look like he's hard. His wrists are released and he puts on a polo type shirt 
tight and short so it will not cover the front of his pants or his ass.  

For shoes he wears flip flops. I remove his gag and collar and we go out. I love to 
watch his face when women stare at the front of his pants. Sometimes I send him out 
alone, but it is more fun with him that way I can tease him and watch him try from 
getting hard so he won't feel the pain. 
 
Once home he strips and I replace his bounds and gag and he must continue doing 
laundry etc. He is allowed to rinse out his dirty, or do I state clean mouth with water. 
On shopping days once his belt is locked on it stays on the rest of the day. 
 
After dinner is fixed and the dishes are clean he is taken to the garage and tied from 
the beams. It is now I take my crop and turn his ass red for any thing he did 
displeasing during the day. When I am finished I attach clothes pins to his balls and 



leave him there until I am in the mood for something. Sometimes only a few minutes 
other times hours.  

I will generally attach a leash to his balls and lead him to the bathroom where he 
baths me and dries me off. I will allow him a bath in my dirty water while I watch, 
when he is done all his bondage equipment is replaced. Then it is into the bedroom 
for a rub down. When he is finished I may allow him to lick me and bring me off. 
 
To sleep his gag is removed along with his bound all except for a collar with a chain 
locked onto the foot of the bed and a cock and ball harness. 

   


